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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the study on crashworthiness of aircraft fuselage section has been of
great interest due to the increase in air travel and demand for occupant safety. The FAA
conducted a series of drop tests on aircraft fuselage section to determine the structural
performance of the airframe and its effect on occupants’ injury levels, one such being the drop
test of 10-foot long Boeing 737-200 fuselage section at the FAA’s William Huges Technical
center in 1999. But conducting experimental drop test is not only time consuming but also
expensive. In order to overcome this issue, computer modelling and simulations were utilized for
efficient and quick investigation of the crashworthiness performance of the aircraft structure.
In this study, the LS-DYNA is utilized for the development and reconstruction of a
Boeing 737-200 fuselage section FE model as well as the simulations of the drop test impacting a
solid surface. The simulated results are correlated with the ones from the actual drop test. The
effect of cargo door and fuel tank on the crash performance of the fuselage section are also
examined. To improve the crashworthiness of the fuselage section, composite materials are used
for the skin of aircraft fuselage section and the corresponding results are compared with those of
the metallic skin, as composite material have good strength and reduced weight compared to
metallic. A simple design of strut is modeled and its effect on the structural performance is also
examined. The MADYMO occupant model is then utilized to simulate and study the injury
response of occupants seated on rigid seats in this drop test. The lumbar loads on the occupant are
studied as the pelvic region is subjected to impact forces and can have fatal injuries. A simple
rigid seat with the Hybrid-III 50th percentile FAA dummy is used to study the lumbar loads for
different cases of detailed fuselage and fuselage without fuel tank, when the fuselage has metallic
and composite skin. Overall, the study showed that the composite skin having similar thickness
compared to metallic could be beneficial in increasing the energy absorption capability of the
structure.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
The safety of aircraft occupants during the event of a crash has become one of the rising

issues in aeronautics field since 1920’s. To ensure the safety of the occupants, steps such as
secured seats and mandatory seat belts in an aircraft were adopted initially, which were useful in
minor crash landings of an aircraft [26]. Subsequently, the General Aviation Safety Panel
(GASP) was formed aimed to improve the crashworthiness of aircrafts. Research conducted by
this committee showed that about 68% of fatalities were due to general aviation aircraft and the
remaining 32% were from commercial and transport aircraft [27]. The GASP committee carried
out a number of researches on aircraft crashworthiness and recommended safety regulations to
the FAA. This committee also conducted research on the injuries to different body parts of an
occupant and found that majority of injuries where in sustained in the spinal, thorax and head
body regions during impact. Since then a lot of changes took place in aircraft to ensure the safety
of its occupants, as of now the interior of the aircraft is designed in such a way that it not only
makes the airlines to compete with each other but also make a profit by make use of the space
beneath the cabin floor for cargo transportation. However, the huge space below the cabin floor
is of much importance as it is ideal for installation of energy absorption components and
materials. The space below the cabin floor can be used for different types of crashworthy designs
to greatly reduce the acceleration pulses transmitted to the cabin floor where the occupants are
seated.
The space below the cabin floor can be used for both cargo as well as energy absorbing
features such as energy absorbing struts that will help to reduce the loads on to the occupants in
1

an unexpected crash. Thereby being cost effective for airlines as well as safe for the occupants.
As the physical design and then the testing of this concept is not cost effective, computer-aided
design and testing are in demand as they are not only cost efficient but also the results are almost
accurate to that of the physical test.
Different computer software such as LS-DYNA, PRIMER, RADIOSS are available today
by which engineers can not only perform the crash tests with accurate results but this process is
also inexpensive when compared to actual physical crash test. To study the effect of a crash on to
the occupants, multibody dynamic solver such as MADYMO can be utilized to predict kinematic
and injury responses of occupants during impact.
1.2

Crashworthiness
Crashworthiness is the ability of a system such as aircraft or road vehicles and its

subsystems like seats, structure to protect its occupants from fatal injuries during a crash. The
structure of the aircraft should be designed and built in such a way that it should help to reduce
the forces generated during a crash when they get transmitted to its occupants. This forces should
not exceed the human tolerance and it can be achieved by making the structure more
crashworthy to absorb the energy during a crash, the location of the seats from the lower
structure of the fuselage, where initially the crash takes place, plays an important role as well.
The section below the cabin floor can be used to absorb the energy during a crush by placing
some struts, energy absorbing foam and other different concepts of crashworthiness in this
section.
Intensive research is going on this concept by many agencies like NASA Langley
Research Center, where the research work is based on the different computational and analytical
2

models which help to predict the response of the fuselage structure and its occupants during a
crash. The computational models are analyzed and compared with the experimental results in an
effort to ensure that the computational method is efficient and it can give the same results like
the experiment, as to repeat the physical experimental procedure will be costly and time
consuming.
There can be numerous causes for an aircraft to crash [23], some of them are listed below:


Engine failure either due to bird strike or mechanical failure



Collision of an aircraft midair with another aircraft



Structural/Maintenance Failure



Human error being one of the major causes and most dominant factor cannot be ignored



Weather



Sabotage
As air travel is one of the fastest and comfortable way of travel, there is an increase in

demand for traveling in aircrafts in last few decades which lead to more aircrafts flying and
eventually more cases of crash leading to fatal injuries to the aircraft occupants, due to which the
demand for the safety raised and was a major concern, which lead to the research on aircraft
structural behavior and the post impact response of the occupants.
The agencies such as the FAA and NASA started the research on the crashworthiness
characteristics of aircrafts in 1970’s, these research was based on the data from the accidents and
experimental tests. As a result of these studies lead to the development of design standards of the
aircraft. The requirement for the crashworthy fuselage and its restraining systems like seats for

3

different types of aircraft like general aviation, transport aircraft and rotorcraft are defined
respectively in FAR parts 23, 25 and 27 [24-30].
1.3

FAA Regulations
The FAA has provided a number of regulations for the safety of occupants from fatal

injuries during a crash, these regulations are for the seats in an aircraft. Initially regulation were
introduced based on seats that are forward facing, which can be seen in CFR 23, 25, 27 [28-30].
Later improved regulations were introduced which considered the side-facing seat as well [24].
These regulations were made so that the occupants have lower chances to sustain fatal injuries
during an emergency landing or survivable crash. The different aircraft classification and
regulations for them are provided in the Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Classification of aircraft
14 CFR 23

General Aviation

14 CFR 25

Transport

14 CFR 27

Rotorcraft

FAA regulations for Test I and Test II:
Z

y

V

V
10 

60

x

Figure 1.1 TEST I conditions [19]

Figure 1.2 TEST II conditions [19]
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x

The seats of an aircraft must comply with static and dynamic tests before it is considered
as certified seats. Test 1 is primarily designed to evaluate the lumbar load experienced by the
occupant and is performed mainly to study the forces and moments applied to spine of the
occupant. Test I is a 600 pitch test in which the occupant is under the combined effect of
horizontal and vertical loads as seen in Figure 1.1. The compliance criteria for Test I is that the
lumbar loads must not exceed 1500 lbf, whereas Test II is mostly used for structural integrity, in
which the seat is at 00 pitch angle as seen in Figure 1.2.
Table 1.2: Dynamic Test Requirement [19]
DYNAMIC TEST REQUIREMENT
TEST I
Test Velocity - ft./sec
Seat Pitch Angle - Degrees
Seat Yaw Angle - Degrees
Peak Deceleration - G's
Time To Peak -sec
Floor Deformation -Degrees
TEST II
Test Velocity - ft./sec
Seat Pitch Angle - Degrees
Seat Yaw Angle - Degrees
Peak Deceleration - G's
Time To Peak -sec
Floor Deformation -Degrees

PART 23

PART 25

PART 27

31
60
0
19/15
0.05/0.06
None

35
60
0
14
0.08
None

30
60
0
30
0.031
10 Pitch/10 Roll

42
44
42
0
0
0
±10
±10
±10
26/21
16
18.4
0.05/0.06
0.09
0.071
10 Pitch/10 Roll 10 Pitch/10 Roll 10 Pitch/10 Roll

The dynamic test, shown in Table 1.2, is designed to improve the safety of the occupants.
In dynamic test, the seat with an ATD, a Hybrid-II 50th percentile dummy or FAA Hybrid-III
50th percentile dummy is subjected to acceleration/deceleration pulses as shown in Figure 1.3.

5

Acceleration

gpeak

tfinal
O
trise
Figure 1.3 Acceleration pulse [19]

Time

After the dynamic test is performed, the seat is either passed or failed based on the injury
levels measured from the ATD, these loads must like within the limits of the pass-fail criteria of
the FAR dynamic seats parameters as shown in Table 1.3
Table 1.3: Pass-Fail criteria for different injuries [19]
Parameter

Injury/Pass-Fail Criteria

Head Injury Criteria (HIC)

1000 (HIC-36) / 700 (HIC-15)
1750 lbs. (single)

Shoulder Harness Load

2000 lbs. (dual)

Lumbar Load

1500 lbs. (6675 N)

Femur Load (Part 25 only)

2250 lbs. (10,000 N)

General guidelines for the loads encountered by the ATD for a successful seat during the
dynamic test are mentioned below:


The Head Injury Criteria (HIC) of a standard ATD must not exceed 1000



The loads in the shoulder harness/restraining straps must not exceed 1750 lbs (7784N).



The pelvis/lumbar load must not exceed 1500 lbs (6675N).



The femur loads must not exceed 2250 lbs.

6

If the loads on the ATD exceed these specified limits then the seat is considered to be
failed as it may cause fatal injuries to its occupants.
The dynamic testing of the seat design is very expensive, thereby a computational and
cost effective tool like MADYMO was developed, which gives accurate results when compared
to actual physical test.
Human Spine and its Biomechanics

1.4

A human spine can be discretized into three primary components;


Cervical, from C1 to C7



Thoracic, from T1 to T12



Lumbar, from L1 to L5
Injuries to cervical spine/neck are more common in traffic accidents whereas thoracic and

lumbar injuries can be seen aviation accidents.

Figure 1.4 Human Spine Anatomy [21]

Figure 1.5 Lumbar Spine Anatomy [20]
7

The Figures 1.4 and 1.5 show the different part of the human spine and the lumbar part of
the spine in detail respectively.
Lumbar spine injuries are major injuries that frequently occur during an aviation
accident, therefore the FAR has included a critical tolerance limit of 1500 lbs. for the lumbar
spine in aircraft seat and cabin certification.
1.5

Anthropomorphic Test Dummies (ATD)
ATD are made up of metal skeleton, it consists of joints and are covered by plastic or

foam. The construction of ATD’s is based on the dimensions, mass, mass distribution and the
kinematics to be human like in a crash scenario. The dummy consist of instruments such
accelerometers, load cells, transducers and potentiometers. The dummies are used for measuring
injuries, for regulation tests, the vehicle and dummy are used together. ATD are mostly used in
automotive and aircraft industries for the certification of interiors and protection of occupants
involved during an accident. The dummy must be able to reproduce the same response when the
tests are carried out with same conditions. There are different types of ATD’s which are referred
in Part 572 in US regulations which are further classified in subparts A, B, C and so [19]. Some
of the dummies are namely Hybrid II 50% male, Side Impact 50% male dummy, Hybrid III
dummies, 3 year child, 6 year child, etc. Factors such as bio-fidelity, anthropometry,
measurement capacity, repeatability and reproducibility, durability, sensitivity and ease of use
are considered during the design of an ATD, an ATD must significantly support all this factors
as to predict an effective human response [32]. Some of the ATD’s are shown in Figure 1.6
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Hybrid II dummy FAA Hybrid III 50%
Male dummy

Family of Hybrid III ATD’s

Hybrid III dummy

50th % Male

95th% Male

5% Female

Different-size Hybrid III dummies

Figure 1.6 Different types of anthropomorphic test dummies [19].
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1.6

Mathematical/Computer Models of Dummies
The behavior of human beings during a crash can also be simulated in computer-aided

tools using mathematical models as shown in Figure 1.7. These computer models are not only
used in automotive industry for design and development of better interiors and restraining system
for the safety of occupants but also in aircraft industry to improve the safety standards of the
cabin and seat systems. The mathematical models are versatile as they can be used to analyze the
kinematic response, during complex crash scenarios and the process is also cost effective.

th

th

Hybrid II 50 % Dummy

th

Hybrid III 95 % Dummy

Hybrid III 50 % Dummy

6 yrs. Old Hybrid III dummy

3 yrs. Old Hybrid III dummy

Figure1.7 Different types of ATD’s in MADYMO [19]
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1.7

Literature Review
An accident is said to be a survivable if the structural deformation and the loads the

occupants experienced during the accident are within the limits of human tolerance as defined by
regulations. DeHaven [25] was the first to study on the concepts of crashworthiness, he himself
survived an air crash during his pilot training in World War I, but he suffered a number of
injuries and it took nearly six months for him to recover. He then became an aircraft crash
investigator. After studying and investigating numerous aircraft accidents, he stated to publish in
work on the how to survive a crash and causes of injuries in plane accidents. He published an
article in SAE based on accident survival in an airplane or passenger car crash. By the 1960’s
transport aircraft were crashed to study their crashworthiness capabilities. Later in 1970’s
computers were used to develop codes to see the structural behavior. These codes were nonlinear and were able to analyze complex geometries. Finite element codes such as DYNA-3D,
CRASH were developed.
Data from the experiments were used to validate models from this codes, full scale
vertical drop tests were conducted on fuselage sections with narrow body to generate the data
required for comparison with analytical data. But the results from codes and experiment were not
in correlation as the codes could only study the nonlinear behavior but not dynamic behavior, so
FAA in 1999 conducted an experiment in which a 10 foot fuselage section of B737 airplane from
FS 400 to 500A was dropped vertically from a height of 14 feet (4.2672m) to attain a vertical
impact speed of 30 ft/sec (9.14 m/s). The weight of the test section was 8,780 lbs (3982.54 kg).
Accelerometers were placed on seat tracks in the test section. After the test it was observed that
the lower section of the fuselage section was deformed unsymmetrically due to the cargo door on
the right side which made the right side stiffer compared to left, hence membrane damage of the
11

skin on left side was observed. The data collected from the test was used to validate the finite
element model. Research on composite airframe has been carried out in projects like
CRASURV. Mahe et al. studied for energy absorbing parts in aircrafts [1], they came to a
conclusion that the location of the energy absorbers is of much importance. Chen and Huang [2]
in their studies carried a number of analysis to reduce the vibration and to locate the best location
for energy absorbers. NASA Langley Research Center, in 1997, developed a 1/5th scale model of
a light aircraft [22], the investigation took three years and attained their goal to maintain the
structural rigidity of the cabin floor. To study the composite sub floor behavior for crash velocity
up to 15 m/s, research cooperation between ONERA and DLR took place [3], the material
behavior was studied by ONERA whereas structural response by DLR. The U.S Army is
studying and improving the crashworthiness of aircraft since last 3 decades, Fasanella and
Jackson [4, 5] conducted research on composite fuselage and even along with energy absorbing
seats and dummies. Heimbs et al. [6] developed a vertical strut for commercial aircraft that
deformed during a crash, thereby absorbing energy. Zheng et al. [7] developed cabin floor that
consisted of polymeric foam that absorbed energy during a crash. Adams et al. [9] and Xue at al.
[8] studied the effects of cargo door and fuel tank on the crashworthiness of the fuselage section
and concluded that the cargo door and fuel tank increased the acceleration on the cabin floor.
Adams et al [9] [33] replicated the actual drop test conducted by FAA on 10 foot fuselage
section of Boeing 737 in 1999, in the computer software, LS-DYNA and even studied the scaling
effects on the characteristics of the crashworthiness of aircraft fuselage [10].
Ren and Xiand [11] studied the crashworthiness of a civil aircraft with different strut
configuration, they defined the location of the lower end point on the fuselage and researched on
different strut angles to improve the crashworthiness characteristics of the fuselage. Haolei et al.
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[12] in his research improved the crashworthiness design and studied the effects of the composite
skin on composite fuselage section. The effects of the composite skin where investigated by
considering different ply numbers and different ply angles. Tay et al. [13] researched on the
ditching of aircraft fuselage section in water at different impact velocity, by the smoothed
particle hydrodynamic (SPH) technique in LS-DYNA and compared the results with impact on
solid surface.

Objectives of Thesis

1.8

The goal of this thesis is to study some concepts including fuselage skin material to
improve crashworthiness of an aircraft fuselage structure and its occupant safety. The outline
of this work is as follows:


Recreate the vertical drop test of aircraft fuselage section computationally using Finite
Element Model and analysis in LS-DYNA.



Study the effects of cargo door, fuel tank on the acceleration profile of the cabin floor.



Develop the fuselage model with composite skin.



Implement the crashworthiness of the fuselage by placing struts in the cargo area beneath
cabin floor.



Examine the lumbar load on the occupants of the aircraft fuselage with metallic skin and
with composite skin.

13

1.9

Overview of Methodology
The general overview to achieve the goals of this thesis is shown in the Figure 1.8. The

detailed methodology of this work is as follows:


In this chapter the background for aircraft crashworthiness was discussed along with
literature review.



In chapter two, the experimental procedure of the vertical drop test of the Boeing 737200 was reconstructed in LS-DYNA. The effects of cargo door, fuel tank on the
acceleration profiles of the cabin floor are also discussed in chapter two.



In chapter three, the skin of the fuselage section is changed from metallic to composite
and the results of this composite skin fuselage section are compared with the metallic
skin fuselage section.



In chapter four, crashworthiness concept of placing a strut below the cabin floor in the
fuselage section and its effect on the acceleration profile on different location on the
cabin floor are carried out.



In chapter five, the acceleration profiles of the fuselage with metallic skin and composite
skin, obtained in chapter three, are used to calculate the lumbar load on a Hybrid III 50%
dummy.



As a final step of this work a conclusion on different cases discussed in this research
work are provided with some future recommendations.
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Figure 1.8 Methodology
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CHAPTER II
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE FUSELAGE SECTION, ANALYSIS AND
COMPARISON WITH PHYSICAL TEST
2.1 Introduction
A vertical drop test of B737, 10-foot long from FS 400- FS 500A was conducted by FAA
William Huges Technical Center at Atlanta city [14]. The setup of the physical test is shown in
Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1 Experimental test setup [14]
The fuselage section was mounted with the help of electrical winch onto two 57 foot tall
steel towers, were it was connected to solenoid release hook with help of cables. The impact
surface was a wooden platform resting on I shaped steel beams place on concrete pad as seen in
Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.2 Experimental Test [14]

Figure 2.3 Test Section of fuselage [14]

Figure 2.2 shows the experimental test and Figure 2.3 shows the 10 foot long fuselage
section from FS 400 to FS 500A of Boeing 737-200 aircraft used during the test.

Figure 2.4 Fuel Tank [14]
The test section as shown in the figures above was a B737-200, 10 foot long fuselage
section which had six triple cabin seats in total in three row with six anthropomorphic test
dummies and twelve mannequins. The total weight of this test section was 8780 pounds. The
Figure 2.4 shows the fuel tank used in the test, which was filled with 404 gallons water
pressurized at 1 psi [14].
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The pre-test and post-test images of the fuselage section are shown.

Figure 2.5 Pre-test image [14]

Figure 2.6 Post-test image [14]

Figure 2.7 Post-test left side view [14]
Figure 2.5 shows the front view of the fuselage section before the drop test, Figure 2.6
shows the front view and Figure 2.7 shows the left side view of fuselage section after the drop
test. The fuselage section was fitted with instruments to record the data during the test. 121 data
channels at 10,000 samples/sec was acquired. The left side data differed from right side data due
to the unsymmetrical deformation of fuselage section during the test.
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The fuselage section had a cargo door on the lower right side, (co-pilot side), and to
reduce the open end effect of the fuselage section reinforced beams where placed [14], as can be
seen in the Figure 2.8.

Reinforced
beams

Cargo door
Figure 2.8 Pre-test Right side view, cargo door can be seen [14]
The fuselage section was dropped from a height of 14 feet which resulted in a vertical
velocity of 30 ft/sec. On average the left side seat track had 50 g’s peak acceleration and the right
side seat track had 67 g’s peak acceleration [14]. There was 11 inches of deformation on right
side whereas 21 inches of deformation was observed on left side of the fuselage section after
impact.
The data from the experiment showed that there were two major pulses on the cabin floor
during impact, the first pulse resulted from the initial impact of fuselage section with the
platform and the second pulse was generated due to the impact of fuel tank with floor beams.
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2.2

Computer Model Development and Analysis
The Finite Element model used in this thesis work is similar to the one developed by

Adams et al. [9]. The geometrical model was designed in MSC. PATRAN and shown are some
images of the FE model used in this thesis work.

Figure 2.9 FE model of fuselage section
The detailed FE fuselage model is shown in Figure 2.9. The model consists of different parts as
discussed:


Skin of the fuselage shown in Figure 2.10, consists of skin bars as in Figure 2.11



Ribs/ stringers, which consists of upper rib, lower right rib, lower left rib lower right
elbows, right base, left base, spar caps and spar webs, shown in Figure 2.12



Passenger floor shown in Figure 2.13



Cargo door consists of cargo door frames and cargo door bars as in Figure 2.14 and 2.15



Fuel Tank as shown in Figure 2.16



Impact Surface which is shown in Figure 2.17
20

Figure 2.10 Skin of fuselage

Figure 2.11 Skin bars

Figure 2.12 Ribs/stringers

Figure 2.13 Passenger floor
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Figure 2.14 Cargo door with door frames

Figure 2.16 Fuel Tank

Figure 2.15 Cargo door bars

Figure 2.17 Impact surface
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Figure 2.18 Isometric view of the detailed Finite Element Fuselage model
The finite element model of the fuselage section shown in Figure 2.18 has approximately
17000 shell and beam elements with 19000 nodes.

Figure 2.19 Top view of Passenger floor with point loads on seat track and accelerometers.
The model is as close as possible to the geometry of the actual physical test section. To
replicate the effect of seats and dummies, the passenger floor was provided with point loads at
different location of the seat track as shown in Figure 2.19, accelerometers were placed at
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different seat locations. At the bottom of the fuel tank, point mass was provided to replicate the
mass of the water that was used during the test, as can be seen in the Figure 2.20.

Figure 2.20 Fuel Tank with point load of water mass (404 gallons).
Table 2.1 Material Properties

Material
AL-2024
AL-7075

Material card used in LS-DYNA

Mass density
(kg/m3)

Young’s
Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Yield
Stress
(GPa)

2780.0

71.5

0.334

0.314

2810.0

70.5

0.318

0.414

MAT_PIECEWISE_
LINEAR_PLASTICITY(024)
MAT_PIECEWISE_
LINEAR_PLASTICITY(024)

Impact
surface

MAT_RIGID (020)

8015.3

6210.0

0.300

----

Accelerometers

MAT_RIGID (020)

1.7

210.0

0.300

----

The material properties for different parts of the fuselage section are shown in Table 2.1.
The stress-strain properties for the material Al-2024 and Al-7075 were provided [15]. The
material card MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY is used for elasto-plastic material
where arbitrary stress versus strain curves and arbitrary strain rate dependency are defined along
with plastic strain and minimum time step size for failure. [16]
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The material card MAT_RIGID is used when rigid bodies are considered, it can even be
used for coupling of the rigid body with MADYMO and CAL3D. [16]
The contact card, contact_automatic_single_surface card was used to describe the contact
between different parts of the fuselage section.
The contact card, contact_automatic_surface_to_surface card was used to define the
contact between the fuselage section and the impact surface.
The total weight, the initial velocity, loads of passenger and fuel tank load are provided,
as in the physical experiment, during the simulation of the computer model in LS-DYNA. The
acceleration profiles obtained from the accelerometers placed on different location on seat track
of the cabin/passenger floor are plotted and correlated with the actual acceleration profile
obtained during the physical experiment.
The unsymmetrical deformation of the fuselage can be seen in the simulation as shown in
Figure 2.21. The fuselage deformation after impact for the computer simulation is almost
identical to the deformation of the fuselage in the physical experiment. The membrane damage
on left side can be observed as in the experiment which is due to the presence of cargo door on
the right side of the fuselage which makes the structure stiffer on the right side when compared
to the left side. The post impact results of the fuselage section model when compared with the
post impact of the actual experimental test are close enough.
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The kinematics of the computer model in correlation with the experimental fuselage
section at different time intervals are shown in Figure 2.21.

At 0 sec

At 0.025 sec

At 0.075 sec

At 0.05 sec

At 0.1 sec

Test section at 0.1 s
Figure 2.21 Kinematics of fuselage section at different time instances [14]
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Acceleration profiles for different locations of cabin floor:

Acceleration in g's
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Figure 2.22 Acceleration profile of different location on cabin floor for experiment and
simulation.
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Figure 2.22 (continued)
We observe that in some cases the acceleration profile of simulation has time shift when
compared to experimental accelerations, as during the experiment the data obtained was filtered
using CFC1000 filter where as in the simulation the data is filtered using SAE 60 Hz filter due to
the non-availability of CFC1000 filter in LS-DYNA. Apart from time phase shift in some cases,
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the overall data from simulations is within 20 percent of the experimental data. Hence the
correlation between the simulation and experimental results is said to be validated.
The post processed result data is obtained by bye using the SAE 60 Hz filter and in
accordance with SAE J211/1 [17].
The acceleration profile for the left side rear is unavailable due to the fact that the
accelerometer that was place on the rear of the left side was completely destroyed after the
impact of the fuselage section during the physical test.
The peak acceleration for different locations on cabin floor are as follows:
Table 2.2 Comparison of peak acceleration in g’s between experiment and simulation.
Experimental Peak (G)

Simulation Peak (G)

Right Side Front

34.6

34.7

Right Side Cabin

29.1

38.8

Right Side Rear

38.9

29.4

Left Side Front

23.4

23.4

Left Side Cabin

26.7

26.5

As observed for Table 2.2, the peak acceleration for different location on the cabin floor
are in good correlation for experiment and simulation.
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Figure 2.23 Kinematic, Internal and Total energy of fuselage with respect to time.
Figure 2.23 shows the kinematic, internal and total energy the fuselage section undergoes
during the impact. The maximum kinetic energy is observed initial at 170.8 kJ. During impact,
the kinetic energy converts to internal energy as observed in the Figure 2.23. The kinetic energy
1

can be calculated initially by 2 𝑚 𝑣 2 , m is mass and v is velocity of impact, the initial kinetic
energy is around 170 kJ.
Around 195 kJ of energy is absorbed by the fuselage section, which is the total energy.
Total energy is the sum of kinetic and internal energy at a particular instance of time. It can be
observed that the total energy has a little amount of inclination initially, which can be due to
some negotiable errors during the simulation and modeling but it can be observed that with time
the total energy of the fuselage section is almost stable and constant during the impact.
Initially there is some inclination in the total energy, which might be due to the modeling
and simulation errors and can be neglected as it done not affect significantly.
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2.3

Influence of the Cargo Door on the Acceleration Profile of the Cabin Floor
As discussed earlier, the cargo door that is present on the right side of the fuselage, make

the fuselage stiffer on the right then compared to left.
In this section, the cargo door is removed from the fuselage section and the acceleration
profiles are plotted.
The Figure 2.24, shows the cabin floor of the fuselage section. The different
accelerometers on the cabin floor are marked respectively, which can be observed in the figure.
We can even observe the cargo door on the right side of the fuselage section.

Figure 2.24 Accelerometer location on cabin floor.
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At 0 sec.

At 0.1 sec.

Figure 2.25 Pre-Impact and Post Impact of the fuselage section without cabin door.
In Figure 2.25 the pre impact and post impact image of the fuselage section without the
cargo door are shown from the simulation. It can be seen that there is more stable and uniform
deformation on both the left and right side of the fuselage section due to which there is no
membrane damage on the left side which was observed when the fuselage had a cargo door as in
Figure 2.21.
Figure 2.26 shows the acceleration profile of the accelerometers on Right Side of the
cabin floor for fuselage section with cargo door (detailed fuselage model) and fuselage without
cargo door, we can observe that the peak acceleration for the fuselage section without cargo door
are less when compared to the peak acceleration of the detailed model, as the cargo door is
removed which makes the structure of the fuselage less stiffer on the right side, hence the
reduction in peak acceleration g’s, when compare with the detailed model that has a cargo door.
Overall there was a reduction of 22% in the average peak g values with removal of cargo door.
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Figure 2.26 Acceleration profile of Right Side accelerometers on the cabin floor for detailed
fuselage model and fuselage without cargo door.
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Figure 2.27 Acceleration profile of Left Side accelerometers on the cabin floor for detailed
fuselage model and fuselage without cargo door.
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Figure 2.27 shows the acceleration profile of the accelerometers on the Left Side of the
cabin floor for fuselage section with cargo door (detailed fuselage model) and fuselage without
cargo door, we can observe that the second peak acceleration values are reduces for the fuselage
without cargo door when compared to the detailed fuselage model, which can be due to the
factor that removal of the cargo door makes the fuselage section to undergo uniform force
distribution on the right and left side which was not seen earlier due to the presence of the cargo
door on the right which made the structure stiffer on right hence causing unstable distribution of
forces on right and left side of the fuselage section during impact.
2.4

Influence of the Fuel Tank on the Acceleration Profile of the Cabin Floor
In this section, the fuel tank was removed from the detailed fuselage model so as to

observe the difference in the acceleration profile of the different accelerometers located on the
cabin floor. Figure 2.28 shows the dynamic response of fuselage section without fuel tank during
simulation.

At 0 sec

At 0.05 sec

At 0.1 sec

Figure 2.28 Kinematics of the Fuselage section without fuel tank.
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Figure 2.29 Acceleration profile of Right Side accelerometers on the cabin floor for detailed
fuselage model and fuselage without fuel tank.
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Figure 2.30 Acceleration profile of Left Side accelerometers on the cabin floor for detailed
fuselage model and fuselage without fuel tank.
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From the Figures 2.29 and 2.30, which show the acceleration profiles of the
accelerometers placed on right side and left side of the cabin floor respectively, we can compare
the acceleration on the cabin floor from detailed fuselage model and fuselage without fuel tank,
we observe that the second peak values which is due to fuel tank is reduced for all
accelerometers and as the fuel tank is located at the mid-section of the cabin floor, it greatly
effects the acceleration profile in that section, so when observed carefully for the acceleration
profiles from the accelerometers located on the mid-section for both right and left side of the
fuselage section, it can be seen that the peak acceleration values are reduced when the fuel tank
is removed. Overall it was observed that the fuel tank amplified the peak acceleration in g’s by
about 35% on an average.
The detailed fuselage’s peak acceleration values are more when compared to the fuselage
without fuel tank, which has lower peak values, hence it can be concluded that the presence of
fuel tank increases the peak acceleration on to the cabin floor.
The energy absorbing characteristics of the fuselage section are reduced when the
fuselage section consists of a fuel tank in the cargo hold area beneath cabin floor. The fuel tank
acts as a rigid structure transferring the forces generated during the vertical crash on the cabin
floor thereby posing a severe threat to the occupants seated on the cabin floor to sustain fatal
injuries during the crash.
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CHAPTER III
COMPOSITE SKIN FOR THE FUSELAGE SECTION
3.1

Introduction
A lot of research has been conducted on using composite material to improve the

crashworthiness properties of aircraft. Composite material not only are light in weight but also
have good strength when compared to metallic material, composite material can absorb more
energy during an impact when compare to metallic material. NASA carried many full scale
impact tests of aircraft made of composite material and showed that composite material perform
better than metallic material and have improved crashworthiness properties. But the use of
composite material has some design and certification issues, FAA has provided an advisory
circular for composite aircraft structure [18].
In this chapter, the computer model of the fuselage section is provided with the
composite skin rather than metallic skin.
Haolei et al. [12] in their research modeled a finite element model of a fuselage section
and simulated the vertical drop test with impact velocity of 6.67 m/s, composite material was
used for the skin of the fuselage section, the research work shows the effect of number of
composite ply’s and the effect of the ply angles, the skin was made up of 18, 22 and 26 ply’s
and ply angles of [90/45/0/-45/90/45/0/-45/90]s, [90/45/0/-45/90/45/0/-45/90/45/0]s, [90/45/0/45/90/45/0/-45/90/45/0/45/90]s were used respectively, as these ply angles where found to be
more effect then other angles. Each ply was 0.12mm thick.
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The research work concluded that the ply number effects the crashworthiness properties
of the fuselage section when a composite material is used, but a suitable number of ply’s to be
used must be selected and ply angle of 0, ±45 and 90 improves the energy absorbing properties
of the composite comparatively [12].
3.2

Analysis of the Composite Skin
The composite material used for the skin was T300/QY8911 which is a unidirectional

laminate. T300 is high tensile strength carbon fiber and QY8911 is a toughened bismaleimide
resin. The material properties of this composite material are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Material properties of the composite material used for the skin [12].
Density

ρ, kg/m3

1570

Young’s modulus – longitudinal direction

E1, GPa

135

Young’s modulus – Transverse direction

E2, GPa

8.8

Poisson’s ratio

µ12

0.2

Shear modulus of elasticity

G12, GPa

4.47

Longitudinal tensile strength

Xt, MPa

1548

Longitudinal compressive strength

Xc, MPa

1226

Transverse tensile strength

Yt, MPa

55.5

Transverse compressive strength

Yc, MPa

218

Shear strength

S12, MPa

89.9
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The finite element fuselage section that was discussed in chapter two, is used but the skin
of that fuselage section is changed from metallic to composite material.
The composite material used for the fuselage skin has either 18 ply’s with a total skin
thickness of 0.00216 m and again with 26 ply’s with total skin thickness of 0.00312 m.
The number of ply’s and ply angles provided for the fuselage skin are as follows.
Table 3.2 Number of ply’s with respective ply angles for the skin.
Number of ply’s

Ply angles

18

90/45/0/-45/90/45/0/-45/90/90/-45/0/45/90/-45/0/45/90

26

90/45/0/-45/90/45/0/-45/90/45/0/45/90/90/45/0/45/90/-45/0/45/90/45/0/45/90

The drop test is simulated as discussed in chapter two, the impact velocity is 9.14 m/s.
The material card used to define the composite material in LS-DYNA was
MAT_COMPOSITE_FAILURE_SHELL_MODEL (MAT059)
The acceleration profiles of the different accelerometers placed on the cabin floor are
compared for the fuselage when the skin is metallic and composite of different ply numbers,
even the energies, i.e., Kinetic, Internal and Total energy for the skin of the fuselage for the
different cases is plotted to observe the energy absorbing property of skin with different material.
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Figure 3.1 Acceleration profile of different location on cabin floor for fuselage with metallic
skin, composite skin of 18 ply’s and composite skin of 26 ply’s.
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Figure 3.1 (continued)
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The acceleration profiles in Figure 3.1 are for different accelerometers on the cabin floor
when the fuselage section is made of different skin.
The peak acceleration values for different accelerometers, when the fuselage is made up
of different skin are shown in the Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 Comparison of peak acceleration in g’s when the fuselage skin is metallic, composite
of 18 ply’s and composite of 26 ply’s.
Peak acceleration when the fuselage has different skin.
Location of

Metallic skin of

Composite skin of

Composite skin of

Accelerometer

fuselage (G)

18 ply’s (G)

26 ply’s (G)

Right Side Front

34.7

27.6

28.0

Right Side Cabin

38.8

38.6

34.4

Right Side Rear

29.4

30.4

28.6

Left Side Front

23.4

21.3

18.0

Left Side Cabin

26.5

21.2

23.9

Left Side Rear

25.1

21.8

19.6

From the Table 3.3, we can observe that, on an average, the fuselage which has
composite skin of 26 ply’s has less peak acceleration values when compared to the fuselage
which has composite skin of 18 ply’s and the fuselage with metallic skin, which has the highest
peak values comparatively. Hence, it can be concluded that the composite skin with increased
number of ply’s can increase the energy absorption capacity of the fuselage during an impact.
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Figure 3.2 Kinetic energy of the fuselage skin during impact.
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Figure 3.3 Internal energy of the fuselage skin during impact.
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 shows the kinetic energy and internal energy of different
fuselage skin during the impact respectively, we can observe that the fuselage with composite
skin of 26 ply’s is more efficient to absorb the energy as more kinetic energy is converted to
internal energy during the impact
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Figure 3.4 Total energy of the fuselage skin during impact.
Figure 3.4 shows the total energy of the fuselage skin made of different material, total
energy is the sum of kinetic energy and internal energy. The composite skin of 26 ply’s
undergoes a total energy of around 35 kJ during impact, the composite skin of 18 ply’s absorbs
around 31 kJ of total energy which is less than that of 26 ply’s skin. The metallic skin inherits the
least total energy of 19 kJ.
It is therefore concluded that the fuselage with composite skin of 26 ply’s has a tendency
to absorb more energy when compared to composite skin of 18 ply’s and metallic skin during
impact. It is more stable to use the composite skin of more number of ply’s but in turn it increase
the weight of the fuselage section. Hence it is advisable to use the appropriate number of ply
based on the application.
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Initial

Final instance of metallic fuselage

Final instance of fuselage with 18 plys composite skin (left) and 26 ply’s composite skin (right)
Figure 3.5 Kinematic of fuselage made of different skins
From the kinematics of the fuselage section made of different skin as seen in Figure 3.5,
it can be observed that the fuselage made of metallic skin has a major membrane damage on the
left side when compared to fuselage made up of composite skin. The fuselage with 26 ply’s of
composite skin has the least membrane damage when compared to 18 ply’s composite skin and
metallic skin fuselage sections. It can be concluded that, as the number of ply’s in the composite
skin increase, the thickness of the skin increases and so does the energy absorbing characteristics
of the skin.
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3.3

Thickness of the Fuselage Skin
The thickness of the skin can affect the energy absorption and crashworthiness properties

of the aircraft during the impact. In this section, three cases are studied, when the fuselage skin is
made of different material and has different thickness. As the skin thickness changes the weight
of the fuselage also changes accordingly as can be observed in the Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 shows the three different cases discussed:
Table 3.4 Three different cases for the thickness and material of the fuselage skin.

Different
Cases

Thickness of
Skin in (m)

Material used
for the skin

Case I

0.000762

AL-2024-T3

Mass of the
fuselage section in
(kg)
2474.7

0.00312

AL-2024-T3

2696.9

8.6 %

0.00312

T300/QY8911

2569.2

3.7%

Case II
(modified)
Case III
(composite)

% weight
difference
0

In case-I, the fuselage skin is made of Al-2024-T3, which is metallic, and the thickness of
0.000762 m is used for the fuselage section without the fuel tank, which has a weight of 2474.7
kilograms.
In case II, the thickness of skin is changed to 0.00312 m, which is the thickness of
composite skin with 26 ply’s, but the material of the skin is Al-2024-T3 as in case I, but as the
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thickness is increased the weight of the fuselage section without fuel tank increases by 8.6 %,
i.e., 2696.9 kilograms.
In case III, the material used for the skin is T300/QY8911, a composite material with 26
ply’s, each ply of 0.12m thick, therefore the thickness of skin is 0.00312 m, the weight of the
fuselage section in this case is found to be 2569.2 kilograms, which is just 3.7% more that Case I
and 4.8% less that Case II, where the thickness of skin is same but the material is metallic.
The acceleration profiles for the different accelerometers located on the cabin floor for
the three cases are shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Acceleration profile of different location on cabin floor for fuselage without fuel tank
for three different cases of fuselage skin thickness and material.
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Figure 3.6 (continued)
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Case III
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Figure 3.6 (continued)
Table 3.5 Comparison of peak g’s for different cases.
Peak acceleration for different cases

Accelerometer Location

Case I

Case II

Case III

Metallic (G)

Metallic Modified (G)

Composite (G)

Right Side Front

21.9

22.9

22.8

Right Side Cabin

20.1

21.5

19.7

Right Side Rear

20.9

25.1

23.7

Left Side Front

9.9

9.5

8.9

Left Side Cabin

11.2

7.9

10.2

Left Side Rear

11.3

9.3

12.3

The peak acceleration values on the left side of the cabin after 0.09 sec are ignored due to
the fact that the lower fuselage section hitting the cabin floor after the 0.09 sec during impact.
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The acceleration values observed in Table 3.5 for the different cases show that as the
mass increases due to increased thickness the peak acceleration values increases. The values for
case II and case III in which the thickness of skin is same but the material is different, metallic
for case II and composite for case III, show that composite absorb more force and hence lower
peak acceleration values when compared to metallic skin.
3.4

Influence of Strut Beneath the Cabin Floor
The structure of the aircraft under the cabin floor is the area where the major deformation

takes place in an even of an impact. To improve the structural characteristics of the lower section
of aircraft during impact different structural components are used beneath the cabin floor, one
such being the struts.

Figure 3.7 Location and orientation of strut [11].
Struts are the structural components that provide structural support to the lower section of
the aircraft between the floor beams and the lower section of the aircraft.
Ren and Xiang [11], carried a study on different strut configuration for civil aircrafts.
Different strut locations along with different strut orientation were studied during their research
based on the cargo hold capacity.
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In the research work, the location and orientation of the strut on lower fuselage section
are mentioned. Figure 3.7 shows the location and orientation of the struts.
From Figure 3.7, the angle α gives the lower point of the strut on the lower rib when
measured from vertical reference of aircraft frame and β gives the orientation of the strut
measured from the horizontal axis at the lower end point of the strut.
The strut with α of 400 and β of 600 was selected for this particular work to study the
effect on the acceleration profile on the cabin floor.
The strut was designed with the lower end located at the a 40 degree angle from the
vertical reference of the fuselage airframe, and the orientation of the strut was 60 degrees from
the horizontal axis at the lower end point of the strut.
The strut was designed in CATIA V5 and was meshed using Hypermesh 11.
The material for the strut was provided as referred in [11], the material properties of the
strut are shown in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 Material properties given to strut [11].
AL-7075 Material properties
Elastic
Modulus

Poisson ratio

(GPa)
71

0.35

Density

Yield Modulus

(kg/m3)

(MPa)

2768

269
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Strain
Hardening
Modulus (MPa)
908

Maximum
strain
0.15

The struts were added to the fuselage structure as can be seen in Figure 3.8

Without struts

With struts

Figure 3.8 FEA model of fuselage section without strut and fuselage section with strut.

Initial

Initial

Final

Final

Figure 3.9 Kinematic of the fuselage section without and with strut.
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Figure 3.9 shows, the fuselage section without strut and with strut, before the vertical
drop test and after the drop test, it was observed that during the impact the strut make the lower
fuselage section stiffer when compared to without strut. The height of the cabin floor from the
ground after impact was observed to be more when compared to the fuselage without struts, i.e.,
the struts help to stop the deformation of the lower fuselage frame, as can be seen in the figures.
The acceleration profiles of different sections of the cabin floor are plotted and compared
for different cases as discussed in Table 3.7:
Table 3.7 Different cases for strut comparison.
Case I

Fuselage section without strut

Metallic skin

Case II

Fuselage section with strut

Metallic skin (modified)

Case III

Fuselage section with strut

Composite skin

In case I, the fuselage section is made of metallic skin and does not contain struts beneath
the cabin floor.
In case II, the fuselage section is made of metallic skin as in case I, but consists of struts
beneath the cabin floor.
In case III, the fuselage section is made of composite skin and contains struts beneath the
cabin floor.
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Figure 3.10 Acceleration profiles on different location of cabin floor for case I, case II & case III.
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Case III

Figure 3.10 shows the acceleration profile on different section of the cabin floor for the
three different cases.
Table 3.8 Peak acceleration values for different cases.

Right Side Front

Case I
Metallic without strut
(G)
21.9

Case II
Metallic with strut
(G)
28.5

Case III
Composite with
strut (G)
22.0

Right Side Cabin

20.1

21.3

18.4

Right Side Rear

20.9

30.5

25.8

Left Side Front

9.9

17.4

15.3

Left Side Cabin

11.2

14.7

14.6

Left Side Rear

11.3

21.6

21.5

From Table 3.8, it can be observed that the peak acceleration values of case II where the
fuselage consists of struts are more than that of case I, where fuselage is without struts, it is due
to the transfer of energy from the lower fuselage section on to the cabin floor through the struts.
The struts transfer the forces during impact form lower section of fuselage to the cabin floor.
It is even observed that the acceleration peaks for case III are lower compared to case II
as in case III the fuselage section is made of composite skin which absorbs some energy during
impact when compared to case II where the fuselage has metallic skin. It can be concluded that
the struts improve the structural characteristic by transferring some energy on the cabin floor but
by doing so increases the risk of fatal injuries to the occupants, hence an improved design of strut
which not only deforms during impact but also absorb some energy and thereby transferring less
energy to cabin floor should be used, so as to improve the crashworthiness of the fuselage
section.
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CHAPTER IV
MULTIBODY DYNAMICS OF THE OCCUPANTS
4.1 Introduction
MADYMO stands for MAthematical DYnamical Model [30], it’s a computer modelling
tool which can be used to analysis the response of the occupants of a vehicle or aircraft during a
crash. It can be used to study the injuries to the occupant at different critical location of the body
when an occupant is involved in an accident. Injuries to head, neck, chest, spine, lumbar, pelvic,
femur, knees etc. can be studied using this software.
In this study, as the fuselage section is vertical dropped, the major injuries to the
occupants are to the pelvic/lumbar, as the forces during the impact get transfer through this area
to the occupants, so to study the loads on this part of the occupant during impact MADYMO was
used. The physical test consisted of anthropomorphic test dummies and mannequins to replicate
the effect of weight of the seated passengers. There were a total of six triple seats, three on each
right and left side of the fuselage section, the middle seat of each triple seat consisted of an ATD
while the remaining two had a mannequin each, therefore a the fuselage section consisted of 12
mannequin and 6 ATD’s [14].
4.2

Development of the Dummy
In the simulation using MADYMO, an HYBRID III 50th % FAA dummy is used and the

acceleration profiles obtained in chapter two from different location on the cabin floor are
provided to the dummy.
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The HYBRID III 50th % FAA dummy is positioned on a rigid seat as shown in the Figure
4.2. A setup also consists of a two point finite element lab belt to keep the dummy in position.
The setup consists of the dummy, rigid seat with seat pan and back rest, two point lap belt and
the floor.

Figure 4.1 HYBRID III 50th % FAA dummy seated on the rigid seat with two point lap belt.
The deceleration profile provided to the dummy is the inverse of the acceleration profile,
obtained from the different accelerometer on the cabin floor, which was derived in chapter two.
For example Figure 4.2 shows the acceleration and deceleration profile for Right Side Front of
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detailed fuselage section.
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Figure 4.2 Acceleration and Deceleration profiles Obtained from the Right Side Front for the
detailed fuselage model.
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4.3

Analysis of the Lumbar Load on the Dummy

At 0 sec

At 0.05 sec

At 0.075 sec

At 0.1 sec

Figure 4.3 Dummy response at different instance of time.
The dummy/occupant response during the impact can be seen from Figure 4.3, it can be
observed that the pelvic/lumbar region of the dummy is influences due to the forces transferred
from the rigid seat to the dummy during the impact. Hence calculating the lumbar load for the
dummy is of importance as it can have fatal injuries in this region.
The lumbar load for this particular dummy was found to be around 1731 lbs. and the
occupant seated in this seat has fatal injuries as the lumbar load exceed the limit of 1500 lbs.
Similarly the lumbar loads on the occupant can be found for different sections of the
cabin floor and for different cases. In section 4.3.1, the lumbar loads are compared for detailed
fuselage section when the skin is metallic and composite. In section 4.3.2, the lumbar loads are
compared from fuselage without fuel tank when the fuselage skin is metallic and composite. The
Figure 4.4 shows the Pelvic/lumbar load on a occupant seated in the right side front location of a
fuselage without fuel tank, where the fuselage is made of metallic skin. The lumbar load is
around 6457.48 N, which is about 1451.7 lbs and is within the human tolerance of 1500 lbs.
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Figure 4.4 Pelvic/Lumbar load with respect to time.
4.3.1 Lumbar Loads for Occupants of the Detailed Fuselage Section
Lumbar loads for different locations of the seated occupant on the cabin floor are found
and compared for the detailed fuselage with metallic skin and with composite skin.
Table 4.1 Lumbar loads from the detailed fuselage when skin is metallic and composite.

DETAILED FUSELAGE

Metallic Skin
(lbs)

Composite Skin of
26 plies (lbs)

% difference

Right Side Front

1731.0

1501.5

14.2 %

Right Side Cabin

1691.5

1561.1

8.0 %

Right Side Rear

1587.2

1259.8

23.0 %

Left Side Front

1081.8

1460.5

-29.8 %

Left Side Cabin

1426.8

1394.5

2.3 %

Left Side Rear

1201.9

1600.5

-28.4 %
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FAA regulations, show that the lumbar load should not exceed 1500 lbs. for the occupant
to survive during an impact. From Table 4.1, we can observe that the lumbar loads are less for
occupants when fuselage section is made of composite skin when compared to fuselage with
metallic skin, some of the location on left side of the cabin floor give the occupants more lumbar
load for fuselage section with composite skin when compared to metallic skin. The post impact
figures of the fuselage section with metallic skin and composite skin of 26 ply’s are shown in
Figure 4.5.

Metallic skinned fuselage

Membrane Damage

Composite skinned fuselage

Figure 4.5 Final instance of fuselage with metallic skin (left) and fuselage with composite skin of
26 ply’s (right)
It can be observed that both the fuselage sections have unsymmetrical deformation and
the left side of both the fuselage section has structural deformation post impact, but this
deformation is more in fuselage with metallic skin that compared to fuselage with composite
skin. The composite skin distributes the impact energy in more stable manner hence the
structural deformation is less. The lumbar load on occupants in the left side section increase
when the fuselage is of composite skin than that of metallic which might be due to the fact that
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the fuselage section with metallic skin undergoes more structural deformation and absorbs some
impact energy during the structural deformation whereas the fuselage section with composite
skin has less structural deformation as seen in Figure 4.4, which leads to more impact energy
been transferred to the cabin floor which explains the high lumbar loads to the occupants on the
left side when the fuselage is of composite skin than that of the metallic skin fuselage section.
The lumbar loads for the occupants seated on the right side reduced by 14.7% on average
where as the lumbar load increased by 18.2% on the left side as can be observed from Table 4.1.
The average lumbar load for the occupants are 1453.4 lbs. when the fuselage has metallic
skin and 1462.9 lbs. when the fuselage has composite skin, both the averages are below the
lumbar load limit of 1500 lbs. provided by the FAA.
4.3.2 Lumbar Loads for Occupants of Fuselage Section Without Fuel Tank
Lumbar loads for different locations of the seated occupant on the cabin floor are found
and compared for the fuselage without fuel tank when the fuselage has metallic skin and
composite skin.
From Table 4.2, we can observe the influence of the fuel tank on the lumbar loads of
dummies, the left side section when compared for lumbar loads of its seated occupants, for the
detailed fuselage model and fuselage without fuel tank clearly shows that the fuel tank amplifies
the forces to the occupants on the cabin floor. The comparison between the lumbar loads when
the fuselage is without fuel tank shows that the lumbar load decrease when the fuselage has
composite skin, but some of the location on left side of the cabin floor give the occupants more
lumbar load for fuselage section with composite skin when compared to metallic skin.
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Table 4.2 Lumbar loads from the fuselage without fuel tank when fuselage skin is metallic and
composite.
Metallic Skin
(lbs)

Composite Skin of
26 plies (lbs)

% difference

Right Side Front

1451.7

1400.6

3.6 %

Right Side Cabin

1561.3

1418.5

9.6 %

Right Side Rear

1635.5

1459.3

11.4 %

Left Side Front

345.5

457.7

-27.9 %

Left Side Cabin

371.9

541.2

-37.1 %

Left Side Rear

393.1

390.9

0.6 %

FUSELAGE WITHOUT
FUEL TANK

Metallic skinned fuselage

Membrane Damage

Composite skinned fuselage

Figure 4.6 Final instance of fuselage section without fuel tank made of metallic skin (left) and
fuselage with composite skin of 26 ply’s (right)
Figure 4.6 shows that the structural deformation is more when the fuselage is made of
metallic skin than that of composite skin. The structure absorbs some impact energy by
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deforming and transfers less forces of impact on to the cabin floor resulting in lower lumbar
loads on the occupants, which is observed in the fuselage with metallic skin.
The lumbar loads for the occupants seated on the right side reduced by 8.3% on average
where as the lumbar load increased by 22.3% on the left side as can be observed from Table 4.2.
The average lumbar load for the occupant for Case II are 960.8 lbs. when the fuselage
has metallic skin and 944.7 lbs. when the fuselage has composite skin, both the values are way
below the lumbar limit of 1500 lbs.
As observed from Table 4.2, there are two lumbar loads values that exceed the limit of
1500 lbs. i.e., on the right side cabin and right side rear of the passenger floor, when the fuselage
has metallic skin but when the fuselage has composite skin all the lumbar load values are within
the limit.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
5.1

Conclusions
The goal of the study was to develop a computational methodology of vertical impact of

aircraft fuselage section. A 10-foot long section of the Boeing 737-200 from FS-400 to FS-500A
was designed and impact dynamic simulation for the vertical drop on a rigid surface were
performed using the LS-DYNA. The simulation results obtained were compared with the ones
from the physical test conducted on this fuselage section at William Huges Technical Center in
Atlanta city in 1999 by FAA. The results from the simulation were generally in good agreement
with the physical test, in which the accelerations differed about 15%.
The following conclusions can be made from this study:


The cargo door, located on the lower right side of the fuselage section made the structure
of the fuselage stiffer on the lower right side, when compared to the lower left side
fuselage section. A reduction of 22% was observed for the average peak values when the
fuselage was without cargo door.



The fuel tank, which was located beneath the cabin floor, amplified the forces to the
occupant on the cabin floor in cases of a vertical impact with the surface. A reduction of
35% was observed for the peak values when the fuselage was without fuel tank.



The composite materials utilized for the skin showed better energy absorbing
characteristics than the metallic skin material in the drop test impact simulation.
Composite material not only increased the energy absorbing characteristics but also
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reduce the weight of aircraft thereby making the aircraft more cost efficient, as decreased
weight leads to decreased fuel consumption.


The thickness of the skin can greatly affect not only the weight of fuselage section as an
increase in skin thickness led to an increase in the weight but also varied the forces and
accelerations experienced by the occupants during impact.



Struts provided rigidity to the structure improving the structural characteristics of the
fuselage airframe as struts can support the fuselage section from collapsing completely in
case of an impact but can increase the transfer of forces during impact from lower
fuselage frame on the cabin floor and thus increased the severity of injury to the seated
occupants.



The composite skin of the fuselage section can reduce the lumbar loads that the occupants
experience by about 14.7% on the right side but increased the lumbar loads for the
occupants seated in the left side by 18.2% during impact for the detailed fuselage section.



The composite skin of the fuselage section can reduce the lumbar loads that the occupants
experience by about 8.3% on the right side but increased the lumbar loads for the
occupants seated in the left side by 22.3% during impact for fuselage section without the
fuel tank.



The composite skin performed better in terms of absorbing the impact energy, improving
the structural characteristics, distributing the impact forces uniformly and reducing the
lumbar loads on the occupants seated in the fuselage section when compared to the
metallic skin.
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The study demonstrates that computer simulations with validated models are not only
appropriate but also cost and time effective when compared to physical test. These
models can also be utilized for assessing the effect of different design parameters.

5.2

Recommendations
The following are some of the recommendations that can be used in further studying the

crashworthiness of aircraft fuselage section


Different composite materials can be used for different parts of the fuselage to improve
crashworthiness properties of the fuselage section.



Different strut designs should be studied, to assess the improved performance of the
fuselage airframe.



Different strut angles and different location of struts on lower fuselage structure should
also be investigated.



Instead of a rigid seat, a realistic finite element model of seat can be used to study the
response of occupant more effectively.



Energy absorbing concepts such as other energy absorbing structures and foams in the
cargo should be examined.



Coupling of the LS-DYNA and the MADYMO codes can be utilized in order to obtain
more effective results in correlation with the experimental test for both the structural
improvement as well as the improvement in occupant safety.
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